
Perhaps pride of place should go to the
appointment of our Vice-President Leslie
Turnberg to the House of Lords. I am sure
that the whole Fellowship would like to
congratulate him on his elevation and to
wish him every success and much 
enjoyment in his new role as a Labour
peer. This is excellent news, not least for
the House of Lords itself and for the
Academy. It also gives me great pleasure

to announce the appointment of Mary Manning as our new
Executive Secretary. Mary comes to us from the Royal Society
where she has been head of science promotion. She will bring
her very considerable skills and experience to the executive 

secretaryship and I am sure that you will all soon get to know her
and enjoy working with her. At the same time we offer our thanks
to Jolyon Oxley for his great contributions in setting up the
Academy and wish him all the very best for the future. I hope and
expect that he will have a continuing association with the
Academy one way or another.

The third major event has been the publication of the Academy’s
report The tenure-track clinician scientist: a new career pathway
to promote recruitment into clinical academic medicine. The
working party that produced this report was chaired by Professor
John Savill and the report is frequently known as the Savill report
for short. It has been very well received by all the main players 
in the area of clinical careers and the Academy held a very
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Since coming into contact with the Academy, I have been struck by
the scale and breadth of Academy activity and by the high degree
of commitment from everyone involved. To have achieved so much
in just over a year is staggering and there is as much again, or
more, in the pipeline. The challenges of my new post as Executive
Secretary are interesting. What concessions does, or should, this
new Academy make to the 21st Century?  What style and mode of
operation will it require that will make it distinctly different from other
academies or similar bodies?  

For the past twelve years I have worked for the Royal Society. I
joined the RS in 1987 to help run the scientific meetings 
programme and have spent most of my career working with the
Officers and the Fellowship on different aspects of ‘outreach’. For
the past three years I have been Head of Science Promotion with
responsibility for the academic and public programmes, the work of
COPUS (the Committee on the Public Understanding of Science),
and for overseeing work in science education. This mixed portfolio
brought me into contact with senior scientists from all around 
the world and from every discipline, and provided me with an
opportunity to experiment with new projects and activities.

Most recently my interests have focused on developing innovative
partnerships between science and other sectors - with government,
industry, the City, the professions, the media and general public -
and I was instrumental in setting up the Royal Society’s new
‘Science in Society’ programme. High profile issues such as BSE,
cloning and GM crops have placed science in the spotlight and
given us all pause for thought.  At a time when traditional sources
of authority, including science, are no longer widely accepted and
where advances in science and medicine are viewed with a degree
of suspicion or anxiety, the scientific community has to look for new
mechanisms to engage public interest and support.  The Academy

has already taken some steps in this direction, particularly with
regard to science’s relationship with the media.  I hope we shall
develop this further.

I usually describe myself as something of a ‘generalist’ and I believe
those skills will be of great use to the Academy at this time of
growth and development. My task will be to build on the excellent
foundations laid by Jolyon Oxley and his colleagues (he will be a
hard act to follow) and, working closely with the Officers and
Council, set the Academy on course for a busy and successful
period ahead.  I very much look forward to getting to know the
Fellowship and hope that there will be plenty of opportunities in
2000 to meet up. The office will always be open to visitors and I
would welcome ideas and suggestions from the Fellows. It may not
be possible to act on everything but, together, we will shape the
work of the Academy in the coming months.

Mary Manning

New face at the Academy

Articles for future issues should be sent to:barbara.baum@acmedsci.ac.uk

The Academy gets into its stride 

Continued page two
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successful implementation meeting on 6 April when steps 
forward were discussed. (Mark Walport’s report opposite gives
full details.) We were delighted that the MRC are contributing
one MRC clinical fellowship to be appointed in conjunction with
the Academy as the first of our new style appointments. We hope
that some of the major charities will do the same. We are also
looking for support in this regard from the NHS R&D Directorate.
The Academy is setting up an implementation committee who will
oversee the process and ensure that progress continues to be
made. It was of course very helpful that the Royal College of
Physicians produced a report with essentially a similar type of
proposal so that we are all acting in concert.

Producing reports or responses for Government and others is
now well - established Academy business. The Academy’s
report to the Ministry of Defence on the dispersion trials of zinc
cadmium sulphide carried out in the 1950s and ‘60s as a 
surrogate for biological warfare agents has also been published.
It has not attracted huge public attention but it is clear that these
trials did not pose a problem to public health. However, it is
doubtful whether in the 21st century such trials will be done 
without the prior knowledge of those living in the affected area -
which was indeed a great deal of both England and Wales. We
have also submitted a substantial response to the House of
Lords Committee on complementary and alternative medicine. 

We held a very successful scientific meeting in conjunction with
the British Academy on ‘The speciation of Man’, a meeting 
which devoted a great deal of attention to Tim Crow’s hypothesis
that speciation of Man is associated with a development of 
laterality in speech and, indeed, that certain psychiatric 
diseases depend upon the achievement of this laterality. It was 
a fascinating meeting.  

We are to appoint both a Fellow to oversee our meetings 
programme and a new member of staff to organise it and we
therefore hope that a programme of lectures and scientific 
meetings will go ahead quite quickly.

We have also just completed our second annual election and
elected 100 new fellows. I was gratified to find how willing the

Fellowship was to take part in the election procedure by 
providing referee reports and we estimate that over 300 of the
Fellowship took part in this year’s election. This augurs well for
the effectiveness of the Academy if the Fellowship is so willing to
take part. 

One or two minor consultations with the Fellowship have taken
place solely by e-mail, for example the response that we have
been asked to make on the medical effects of travelling in aircraft.
Here again, the response has been very gratifying. I do urge all
Fellows to maintain an e-mail address and to make sure that the
Academy has it accurate. 

The Academy has also been involved
in certain matters affecting Europe as a
whole. I have attended meetings both
in France and London on the question
of the introduction of grace periods in
patenting. 

We have also had a meeting with the
data protection registrar’s office on the
new Data Protection Act and the effect
this may have on medical research.
This is a difficult and complex issue
and is another topic where we are 
collaborating with our French 
colleagues in the Académie des
Sciences and the Académie de
Médecine.  

The Academy is establishing contacts
with the European Federation of
Academies of Medicine and similar
bodies and hopes that this will lead to a

stronger and more consistent voice for academic medicine within
Europe. RecentlyI attended the Inter Academy Panel in Tokyo.
The Inter Academy Panel is an umbrella body of the world’s 
academies of sciences who have addressed the population 
problem and who are now addressing sustainability. 

Our major concern continues to be our financial situation. The
Chancellor’s spring budget greatly simplified the mechanics 
of charitable giving and also introduced very attractive terms for
giving shares to charities. A new concession allows shares to be
donated to charities at their current market value which can then
be avowed in the usual way against income tax. Furthermore,
capital gains tax does not have to be paid on any gains. This
means that effective tax relief on the donation of shares to 
charities can rise towards 80%. We hope that this will encourage
not only donors but also our own Fellows who have substantial
capital gains made perhaps in the biotechnology or technology
areas to donate to the Academy in a highly tax effective 
manner. The appeal committee is working hard on its business
plan and you will all be hearing from us in the very near future.

Peter Lachmann

Continued from page one

Professor Peter Lachmann at the InterAcademy Panel meeting in Tokyo with Professor Prakash
Tandon neurosurgeon from the Indian National Science Academy and Sir Eric Ash.
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A stimulating discussion meeting, held at the
Royal Society on 6 April marked the publication
of the first report of the Academy of Medical
Sciences. This was attended by a mixture of the
“great and the good” with a healthy leavening of
real trainees, who could test statements made by
the former, ex cathedra, against the reality of a
current training career in the clinical sciences.

There are a series of problems in academic career structures,
which divide into two major categories. The first category of 
problems applies to the specialties, mainly medical, in which there
is no shortage of trainees keen to undertake academic training,
but who are perplexed about the timing of their research career
and its integration with their clinical training. Other issues that
cause anxiety include the length of training in comparison with
peers on non-academic pathways and uncertainties about career
prospects in academia.

The second category of problems relate to specialties in which
there is little interest amongst trainees for pursuing an academic
career and very real problems in combining clinical practice 
with research at a Consultant level. These include the surgical
specialties, obstetrics and gynaecology, and primary care.

Professor John Savill, Chairman of the working party that prepared
the report, summarised the problems and described some of the
proposed solutions.  A key message is that flexibility is required to
accommodate academic trainees, who may choose to undertake
research at very different times during their training programme.
For many, the most suitable is the traditional model of initiating
research training in the form of a PhD programme, started after
completion of general professional training and entry to the
Specialist Registrar grade. A smaller number start their research
training early as part of MB PhD programmes and require very
special nurturing to maintain their research skills during their 
clinical training.

The key proposal of the report is the establishment of a Tenure-
track Clinician Scientist pathway. This will enable the further
research training of those individuals who had made outstanding
progress during their initial research training fellowship. Tenure-
track means that, subject to satisfactory progress, the host 
university will guarantee progression to an established academic
post in the university. It is recognised that this may be difficult to
implement in a few very successful medical schools, where the
number of outstanding clinician scientists may outstrip the 
capacity of the university to fund long term posts. However, 
implicit in this scheme is the portability of Fellowships, ie the 
training and the tenure may be in different universities. If used
imaginatively, this scheme offers a mechanism for developing and
building research capacity in new environments and for bringing
the skills of one discipline to support research in another. 

The report argues that, in order to make this scheme work, 
there will need to be a National Clinical Academic Training 
Co-ordination Committee. Manpower recognition of the 
importance of this grade will require the award of an additional
cohort of Clinician Scientist National Training Numbers (NTNs).

There is no intention that this scheme should replace the many
excellent and established Senior Fellowship programmes. Nor
does the proposal endanger the Clinical Lecturer grade, which the
Academy sees as another means for fostering clinical academic
careers. The main danger to the Clinical Lecturer grade is the 
existence of posts with job descriptions indistinguishable from
non-academic specialist registrar posts. Universities must 

be vigilant to ensure that Clinical Lecturer posts have a job
description that matches their title! There was much discussion
about the problems faced by those disciplines in which there is 
a necessity to maintain a high degree of practical skills in clinical
procedures and research capacity is low. It was agreed that
research in these disciplines can only flourish in environments
where there is a sufficient critical mass of clinical staff and that
capacity may need to be built by cross-disciplinary training 
programmes.

An important threat to the training of clinical academics is man-
power constraints on entry to the Specialist Registrar grade.
These may drive aspiring clinical academics to undertake research
too early, as a means of coping with a shortage of SpR posts. The
report recommends the establishment of a research training
access scheme for outstanding SHOs. This would provide 
doctors qualified for SpR training in “blocked” specialties up to
two years of specialist training, registrable against future 
requirements. This training would incorporate approximately 20%
of time for preparation of research fellowship applications under
the sponsorship of an appropriate academic unit. This scheme
could be of particular value in developing research capacity in 
disciplines with a weak research base. 

Sir George Radda made the important announcement of the first
practical implementation of the recommendations of this report by
describing an MRC / Academy of Medical Sciences Tenure-Track
Clinician Fellowship. This will comprise a 5-year programme of
work, with a tenure-track commitment by the host university. The
Fellowship will be portable, with the opportunity to spend more
than 12 months of the Fellowship at another UK research centre.
One year of salary support will be funded by postgraduate deans,
which will facilitate the completion of clinical training during the
tenure of the Fellowship. The Academy of Medical Sciences will
provide mentoring to Fellows on this scheme. 

Professors John Temple (Regional Postgraduate Dean,
Birmingham) and Sir John Pattison (Director of Research and
Development for the NHS) also spoke warmly about the 
recommendations of the report and were optimistic that many 
of the recommendations can be implemented. Lord Jenkin 
commented that the careers of academics in the clinical sciences
had been a source of concern to the House of Lords Select
Committee on Science and Technology and asked for a report to
be made to that committee later in the year, describing progress in
implementing the recommendations.

There was shared optimism that this report provides practical 
solutions that can, and will, be implemented. However, the 
publication of this report is but the beginning of the Academy’s
involvement in academic career structures in the clinical sciences.
The Academy by itself cannot implement these recommendations.
The Council of the Academy has nominated a small group who
will meet regularly to monitor the implementation of the 
recommendations and take further action as necessary.

The initial success of this working party has prompted the Council
of the Academy to set up a new working party to examine career
structures for scientists working in the Medical Sciences, which
will be chaired by Professors Pat Jacobs and Jim Smith. The 
challenges faced by this working party will make many of the 
problems in clinical academic career structures pale into 
insignificance!

Mark Walport

Careers in Clinical Science: commitment to action?
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Professor Peter Lachmann has challenged me as to
whether the Academy of Medical Royal Colleges should
indeed be known as an Academy: would it be better if it
would consider changing its name. I would never be 
dismissive of our President; however, having been invited
to contribute an article I will try to refute his charge and
inform Fellows of the Academy about the other Academy.

The original Academy, named after Akademos, referred to
the garden near Athens where Plato taught in the late 4th
century B.C. Since then, and by common use-age, the
term has come to mean, inter alia, an institution or society
for the advancement of literature or science. Each royal 
college or faculty is an institution for the advancement of
the science of medicine and, thus, the confederation of 15
royal colleges and 3 faculties has a still greater entitlement
to be called an Academy. An academic may sometimes be
regarded as one who is excessively concerned with 
intellectual matters and lacking experience in practical
affairs. Fellows and Members of both Academies ought to
be concerned with intellectual matters and, hopefully, none
of them is lacking experience in practical issues. 

Recognition of a need for the medical royal colleges to
come together to discuss matters of mutual interest dates
from 1976 with the formation of a Conference of Colleges.
This informal body continued to meet on a regular basis

and, in the early 1990s there were discussions about 
forming an Academy of Medicine. The outcome however,
was that the Conference changed its name to Academy of
Medical Royal Colleges in 1996; a constitution and articles
of association were drawn up, and charitable status was
granted.  During the earlier discussions there had been
recognition of the need for academic medicine, in terms
predominantly of research and teaching, to be represented
in some confederation and out of this arose the Academy
of Medical Sciences, whose emergence received support
from many of the medical royal colleges. With the two

Academies in place, there are now two institutions which
individually and collaboratively can ensure continued
advancement. The Academy of Medical Sciences has its
mission statement ‘to promote the appreciation of research
to the practice of medicine and to the advancement of
human health and welfare’, and thus it has a major role in
the area of academic research (RAE related) and clinical
research, and with responsibility for the postgraduate
development and training of medical academics. The
AMRC’s memorandum of association reads ‘Supporting,
promoting and co-ordinating the work of the medical Royal
Colleges, and providing a forum for discussion and 
collaboration (but without prejudice to the autonomy of
each such body).’ It thus has a major role in postgraduate
training of hospital specialists and of general practitioners,
in co-operation with the two statutory training bodies, and
including the encouragement and facilitation of the clinical
training of future medical academics. The AMRC also has
a major role in advising the Departments of Health and
other bodies in relation on the delivery of health care 
services.

The two Academies both have responsibilities for the
advancement of medical science. I am comfortable with
there being two institutions. The medical royal colleges do
not have a major role in medical research nor did they, until
the introduction of ‘Calmanisation’, have a major role in the
postgraduate teaching and training of doctors. University
Medical Departments, however, have always had a major
role in promoting both academic and clinical research,
have virtually sole responsibility for undergraduate medical
training (extending into PRHO training) and a very limited
role in postgraduate training. The benefits which accrue
from collaboration between the two Academies have been
amply demonstrated in the preparation of the Savill report.
An even greater degree of collaboration will be needed in
the future and on a regular basis.  Areas in which such 
collaboration is urgently required include workforce 
planning in the NHS, the Government’s modernisation plan
for the NHS, the introduction of revalidation by the General
Medical Council, the need to encourage clinical research 
in an age of protocols and integrated care pathways, the
recognition of the importance of clinical academics doing
clinical work, the role of clinical scientists (non-medical) in
academic and clinical research and in the delivery of
aspects of healthcare and the provision of academic and 
scientific advice to the Departments of Health and
Government. Let dialogue proceed.

Sir Roderick MacSween
Chairman

Views of the Academy from:
The outgoing Chairman of the Academy of Medical Royal Colleges
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The Academy of Medical Sciences is at a fascinating
stage of development. Having survived a rather prolonged
gestation, its birth was uneventful and the infant could
now fairly be said to have passed the most risky early
stages of life. It is now a toddler, moving independently if
somewhat awkwardly and developing a vocabulary for
anyone who will listen. It should be the centre of attention,
but what is it saying, is anyone listening and does it 
matter?

This short article attempts to put a personal
view from the shop floor, from the BMA as
representative of the 100,000 or so doctors
in the UK, the vast majority of whom work in
and for the National Health Service. These
are people trained by, and trained to think of
themselves as, medical scientists. But they
are a constituency whose members for the
most part will never cross the threshold of
the Academy’s portals. Does it matter to
them and do they matter to the Academy?

The conception of the Academy was attended by great
discussion on these points. Suspicion had two fairly clear
roots. One led back to a series of organisational issues
around structures, ownership and credibility. What would
be the basic structure, who would get in and how, and
who would be kept out? Would the Academy be elitist or
inclusive, representative and democratic, or independent
and single-minded?

The second anxiety concerned function. What was the
problem to which the Academy was the answer? How
would it go about its business? Who would it compete
with and how would it fit into the Byzantine world of
British medicine?  

These were the questions facing those representatives of
the medical profession from the BMA who took part in the
early discussions. The big question now is how clearly any
of them have been answered. The answers at the time
were sufficient for the BMA’s leadership to endorse the
idea of the Academy and to wish it well. But how well is it
doing now? Ask the average doctor in his or her surgery

or clinic and the answer, sadly, is likely to be a
blank stare.  

That may seem a bit harsh. All organisations
need time to mature and to learn to function. But
if they are to survive, they pretty soon have to
start producing something of relevance to those
they believe to be their customers. And while it
was clear from the start that most doctors would
never be members of the Academy, there was at
least the understanding that they would be
among its customers. There will be many who
will be relieved that the Academy has stayed

true to its medical roots by obeying the first maxim of the
Hippocratic Oath “Do no harm”. But if it believes it is 
necessary to have the continuing support of doctors, the
Academy must start doing some good as well otherwise
people may start asking whether, if it does not need to
exist, it was necessary to invent it in the first place. 

“Si Dieu n’existait pas, il faudrait l’inventer”
Voltaire 1694 - 1778

(Epîtres, 1769)

The Secretary of the British Medical Association

Our role in the medical community

Now that the Academy is firmly established, initial suspicions about its roles and its potential to take over responsibilities
of other related organisations have largely been assuaged. In defining its remit clearly to matters related to academic
affairs: to providing an authoritative voice for academic medicine; and to responding to the needs of the medical 
academic community it is now seen to be a valuable ally to the many other related bodies.

Relations with the Royal Society are being cemented under the presidency of Peter Lachmann. We value the support of
The Royal Society of Edinburgh, where the Academy held its first regional meeting, and relationships there are set to grow.

During the prolonged debates which led up to the agreement to form the Academy the BMA, initially doubtful, soon became
strongly supportive. Opportunities for valuable interaction which have been taken up include discussions on the problem of
career prospects for clinical academies and the Millennium Festival of Medicine.

While the medical royal colleges obviously have a keen interest in academic medicine, their roles are much wider with respon-
sibilities for high standards of medical practice and for education and training. The Academy must work closely with the
Colleges not only because of the potential overlap of interests but because of the opportunities which have become available
to complement each other and to lend added value to our contributions to academic science. The signs are good and 
relationships excellent. The presence on Council of the Chairman of the Academy of Medical Royal Colleges and a number of
presidents and ex-presidents of colleges helps ensure good communication.

There seems little doubt that the Academy will become a valuable member of the community of academies and colleges. At
the end of its first year in operation much goodwill has been expressed by the other members of that community and the signs
are favourable that the Academy will be able to make a distinctive contribution.

Dr Mac Armstrong

Lord Turnberg
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The list of new Fellows elected by Council in April 2000
appears at the end of this article. You may like to know
something about the process which led to their success.

In January 1999 I took early retirement from my post as
Fellowship Manager at The Royal Society, hoping, as the
saying goes, to spend more time with my family.  This was
not to be. A month later I was ensconced as the first
member of staff to occupy a desk in the august offices of
the Academy in Carlton House Terrace, trying to bring
some order to the imminent first elections for Fellowship.

In the light of that experience, we made some radical
changes to the procedures for 2000 and in the 
summer of 1999 Fellows were urged to propose new
candidates for election and to update the candidature of
existing ones. By the new closing date of 30 September,
enormous piles of brown envelopes were ‘parked’ on
every available surface in the office and we had a total of
223 candidates awaiting consideration. Each set of
papers had to be marked up clearly with the name of the
candidate and date of arrival, so that its history could be
tracked throughout a potential five-year candidature, and
finally sufficient copies were made for all members of
Sectional Committees and Council. 

In the Autumn, the Registrar, Mark Walport, the Sectional
Committee chairmen, John Pickard, John O’Keefe and
David Goldberg, and I met to classify the new candidates,
and to re-classify some of the existing candidates. Once
each chairman knew who were to be considered by his
committee, committee members were allocated a number
of candidates in their field whom they would represent 
at the committee meetings in January and March 2000.
For the January meeting, committee members were also
asked to come armed with the names of suitable referees
drawn from the Fellowship. Each member received several
huge bundles of papers before mid-December in an 
effort to beat the Christmas postal rush. (Unfortunately, 
we have not yet worked out a satisfactory way to do this
electronically.)

All 223 candidates were considered at the January 
meetings, with each one being given a score of 1-5 
(1 being the highest). Most of those with a score of 3 or
above were short-listed and their names sent to two or
more referees. This proved to be an extremely productive
exercise in communication with the Fellowship, since 306
Fellows took the trouble to respond. At the March
Sectional Committee meetings, the same speakers 
considered the referees’ reports and members again
placed each candidate in category 1, 2 or 3 (1 again
being the highest score). Members of Council considered
the Sectional Committees’ findings in April and made their
final choice of new Fellows for 2000.

Immediately after the Council meeting, the President
signed 100 letters of congratulation in person! The 

secretariat also wrote to the new Fellows to check that
personal information, such as addresses, was current and
correct, and we began preparations for Admission Day in
July, a very rewarding and enjoyable day for the Elections
Officer, when those who have been just names on paper
turn into ‘real people’. We owe a debt of gratitude to the
chairmen and members of the Sectional Committees, for
their enormous contribution to the success of this year’s
elections.

And so the wheel turns. It is now time to begin to
submit nominations for the next round of elections in
2001, as well as to send in updated material for 
existing candidates. The closing date is 30
September. Nomination forms and instructions can
be obtained by telephone (020 7969 5287), post or 
e-mail (apollo@acmedsci.ac.uk). 

Some of our instructions may seem pernickety, but there
is a reason for everything! To give just two examples -
sending in five copies of supporting papers saves the
Academy a significant amount of expenditure on paper
and copying; in addition, since we photocopy all the 
supporting papers many times during the period of the
candidature, having to remove staples from each set can
represent hours of wasted time and effort. If you or your
secretary would use paperclips or plastic folders to keep
submissions together, we will be eternally grateful to you.

The election of new Fellows to the Academy

or...a year in the life of the Elections Officer, 

by Marjorie Harris
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Congratulations to Fellows whose work has recently 
been recognised

Adams, Professor David H
Allain, Professor Jean-Pierre
Attwell, Professor David

Begent, Professor Richard
Berrios, Dr German E
Bishop, Professor Dorothy VM
Blackwell, Professor Jenefer M
Bodmer, Dr Julia G
Burn, Professor John
Burnett, Professor Alan K

Cantrell, Dr Doreen A
Chatterjee, Professor V Krishna K
Clayton, Dame Barbara
Cohen, Professor Jonathan
Compston, Dr Juliet E
Cooper, Professor Cyrus
Copp, Professor Andrew
Cowen, Professor Philip J
Creed, Professor Francis H

Deakin, Professor JF William
De Leval, Professor Marc R
Delpy, Professor David T
Dickson, Dr Clive
Dolan, Professor Raymond J
Dunn, Professor Judy

Eastell, Professor Richard
Elliott, Professor Paul

Farrington, Professor David P
Fitzgerald, Professor Maria
Franklyn, Professor Jayne A
Franks, Professor Stephen
Friston, Professor Karl J

Geddes, Professor Alasdair M
Gournay, Professor Kevin

Graham, Professor David I
Grant, Professor Michael
Green, Professor Malcolm

Hahn, Professor Clive
Haites, Professor Neva
Hay, Professor Roderick J
Hoffbrand, Professor A Victor
Hughes, Professor Richard AC
Humphries, Professor Martin J
Hunt, Professor Stephen P

Jewell, Professor Derek P

Johnston, Dr Leland H

Kelly, Professor John
Kerr, Professor David James
Kerr, Dr Ian M
Kwiatkowski, Professor Dominic
Kyriacou, Professor Bambos

Lechler, Professor Robert
Lee, Professor Tak H
Leff, Professor Julian
Lever, Dr Andrew ML
Lightman, Professor Susan
Lucas, Professor Alan
Lund, Professor Jennifer S

Martin, Professor John Francis
Maynard, Professor Alan
McKee, Professor Martin

Owen, Dr Michael J

Pachnis, Dr Vassilis
Pembrey, Professor Marcus E
Perry, Professor Elaine K
Peters, Dr Gordon G

Ralston, Professor Stuart
Rees, Professor Andrew J
Roberts, Professor Gordon
Roland, Professor Martin
Rowland-Jones, Dr Sarah

Scambler, Professor Peter
Sheldon, Professor Trevor
Smith, Professor A David
Smith, Professor Geoffrey
Stevenson, Professor Freda
Strachan, Professor David P

Tallis, Professor Raymond G
Tanner, Professor Michael J
Taylor, Professor Eric
Taylor, Professor Irving
Teasdale, Dr John D
Thompson, Professor David G
Tooke, Professor John E
Treisman, Dr Richard H
Trowsdale, Professor John
Turner, Professor Bryan M

Vargha-Khadem, Professor
Faraneh

Watt, Dr Fiona M
Watt, Professor Graham
Weber, Professor Jonathan N
West, Dr Stephen
Whitehouse, Professor J Michael
Whittle, Dr Hilton C
Wilkinson, Dr David G
Williams, Professor Tim
Wolf, Professor C Roland
Worwood, Professor Mark

Young, Professor Bryan D
Young, Professor Douglas B

Fellows elected on 6 April 2000

CBE
Professor Colin Bird, services to medicine 

OBE
Professor Yvonne Carter, services to health research

Order of Merit
Sir James Black

Lord Turnberg
Fellows will wish to congratulate the Vice-President upon his elevation to the House of Lords.

Knights Bachelor

Dr Iain Chalmers, services to health care
Professor Roderick MacSween, services to medicine and pathology

Professor George Radda, services to biomedical science
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Academy Meeting 
in Manchester
The Academy held its first Scientific Meeting for the millennium in
Manchester on Wednesday, 3rd May. Fellows and guests of the
Academy were treated to three outstanding presentations by Fellows
from Manchester. Keith Gull spoke about gene function and genomes
in parasites of importance for disease in the tropics: new understanding of these complex organisms, based on recent
advances in genetics, gives new hope for possible therapeutic and preventative strategies. He was followed by Tony
Heagerty, who spoke about the latest results of his group in viral gene therapy in an experimental model of coronary artery
restenosis. A judicious choice of target for gene therapy has demonstrated the possibility of preventing restenosis after
angioplasty. If this approach is effective in humans, then it could minimise the problems of restenosis that, at present, often
makes the benefits of angioplasty all too short lived. The final scientific presentation was from Nancy Rothwell, who related
her basic studies on cytokines as mediators of inflammation in the central nervous system to the potential therapeutic 
possibilities. There was lively questioning from the floor about the possibilities of imaging these agents in vivo in patients.  

The Scientific Meeting concluded with a debate led by John Harris,
Professor of Bioethics in the University of Manchester. His talk went well
beyond the advertised title relating to the ethics of research on stem cells.
Professor Harris discussed the implications of some of his recent work on
the prospects for greatly increased lifespan - perhaps even “immortality” -
arising from current advances in medical science. A lively debate followed,
after which Fellows and their guests, sobered by the prospects and 
challenges of immortality, retired for a convivial dinner. The meeting 
emphasised to all those present the range and depth of the Academy’s
interests.  

Professor David Gordon

Retrospect and prospect
For the first two editions of this newsletter, I invited individuals involved in the genesis of the Academy in various
capacities to give their views on our role and the progress we are making.

In this issue, Leslie Turnberg and Mac Armstrong both refer explicitly, and Roddy MacSween implicitly, to the 
suspicions of established medical bodies about the potential of a new ‘Academy of Medicine’ to tread on their toes,
muddy the waters, or whatever dread metaphor came to mind. As Chairman of the Council of the British Medical
Association, I was won over by the reassurance that the new body would be an Academy of Medical Sciences.
Our very title denotes a crucial niche function distinct from, yet closely aligned with, the pre-existing bodies.

It is to be hoped that Fellows will be encouraged by the evidence in their newsletter of the progress which we are
making to justify our existence. There are mountains to climb and if, in these early days we are still in the foothills, at
least we are, in the President’s words, getting into our stride.

Dates for your diary
Friday 7 July 2000 Fellows Admission, Royal Society, London

Friday 22 September 2000
Healthcare in the Information Age, 
Royal Society, London

Wednesday 8 November 2000
The Academy is supporting a session at 
the Millennium Festival of Medicine 
keynote conference at the 
QEII Conference Centre 
‘Molecular Biology & Medicine’

Thursday 23 November 2000
Annual Fellows Meeting, 
Royal Society, London

Sandy Macara


